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Elements of
Creativity

Oh, and by the way...
Mindcamp is a registered not-for-profit corporation. We have no employees and run entirely on volunteer labor.
Our surplus over expenses goes to our bursary fund to provide scholarships for Mindcamp participants and presenters who would not otherwise be able to attend. Mindcamp also supports creativity projects and organizations.
Over the years, we have made cash donations to Facilitators Without Borders, Creative Education Foundation,
and Art Building Children’s Dreams (all registered not-for-profits).
Mindcamp is sponsored by ThinkX Intellectual Capital, which supplies management, web design, web maintenance, legal, and accounting services.
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Welcome to Mindcamp XII!
Welcome Mindcampers!
This is our third year at our new facility in Geneva Park. Those of you who remember the boy scout beds at
Cedar Glen will appreciate the chance for three nights of excellent sleep—though given what we’ve planned for
you, sleep may not be on your agenda.

This year our theme is “Elements of Creativity”. Throughout the weekend you’ll be invited to explore just

what it is that makes up this mystery we call creativity.

Weather permitting, against the backdrop of the Labyrinth, Joe Miguez will lead us through an exploration of the
elements of creativity — starting with the stardust from which we are all made, and moving to… who knows
where.
Here are some of this year’s highlights:

The App — For those with smartphones, the Mindcamp App, gives you complete, up-to-date program and schedule information. Download it from the iTunes App Store or the Google Play Store.
Collide-O-Scopes — Based on thumbs-up feedback from last year, we’re enhancing our version of sharing circles

(thanks CREA!). These small facilitated groups offer a safe and welcoming space for you to share your Mindcamp
experiences, insights, and feelings to enrich your learning.

The Passeggiata — With a tip o’ the hat to Liz Monroe-Cook, we’re continuing the passeggiata, where you can
enjoy an evening stroll by the lake, get busked by creative buskers, slurp some ice cream and just have a good time.
Win U — Win Wenger, one of the great thought-leaders of our creative community, always offers too much for a

single session. So instead, he’ll deliver a whole suite of his creative thinking tools throughout Mindcamp. You can
drop in or stay for it all. It’s up to you.

Alan’s Library — Because of last year’s great response to Win U, we’ve asked Alan Black to present Alan’s
Library. It’s a similar format to Win U: Drop in any time to flip through Alan’s vast store of creativity knowledge.
Youth Program — This year 20 young Mindcampers will play and learn under the guidance of Sara Ramadoro and

first-time Mindcamper Jasmine Mahdi (a PhD candidate in Child Development).
And much, much more ...

So, before we start, remember to take care of yourself. There’s tons to do — 70+ sessions, dancing, hiking, campfires, water sports... Do as much as you like, but don’t forget to relax.
We’re glad you’re here!
We can’t end this letter without a note of thanks to our volunteers — presenters, Bananas, and others without whom Mindcamp could not be. Many of you come a long way to be here — at your own expense. Many
also contribute to our Bursary Fund to help others attend Mindcamp. Thank you for your generosity. We love you!

Tim Hurson, Kristen Peterson, John Sedgwick, Franca Leeson

Powered by Bananas!
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They hang around in bunches, and are delicious! And they live to make each session run so smoothly and sweetly,
you’d think you were slipping on a banan peel. In a good way.

And here are the Chiquitas!

They are just like the other bananas, but they get to play with the Mindcamp Kids.

And finally... the Raspberries!

A little less smooth and sweet, but no less helpful. In an organizing, advisory, encouraging kind of way.

Participants
Alan Black (USA)
Alison Meltzer (Canada)
Amy Haines (USA)
Amy Lang (USA)
Ana Matic (Canada)
Andrew Annett (Canada)
Andrew Crighton (Canada)
Anik April (Canada)
Anne-Marie Kong (Canada)
Anthony Hyatt (USA)
Ariane Côté (Canada)
Ashley Da Silva (USA)
Aspen Heisey (Canada)
Barb Wilk-Ridge (Canada)
Barbara Lang (USA)
Beatriz Carballo (USA)
Ben Wankel (USA)
Beth Slazak (USA)
Bonnie McKee (USA)
Branwen Hurson (Canada)
Bruce Baum (USA)
Bruno Barjou (France)
Cam Howey (Canada)
Carole Rudzinski (Canada)
Cecilia Yau (Canada)
Charlotte Young (Canada)
Chen Cohen (Canada)
Christopher Gajda (USA)
Cindy Siener (USA)
Clara Kluk (Mexico)
Clare Dus (USA)
Cora Robinson (UK)
Dan Bigonesse (Canada)
Dana Schrager (USA)
Deborah Jann (Canada)
Deepika Grover (Canada)
Diane Houle-Rutherford (Canada)

Diego Muñoz (Chile)
Douglass McCurdy (Canada)
Dylan Thomas-Bouchier (Canada)
Emily White (USA)
Faisal Karim (Canada)
Franca Leeson (Canada)
Francesco Tomba (Italy)
Francois Coetzee (South Africa)
Gabriel Simon (USA)
Gina Paigen (USA)
Ginny Santos (Canada)
Gisela Ramirez (Chile)
Goran Matic (Canada)
Griselda Hernandez (Mexico)
Guillemette Goglio (France)
Heidi Martin (Canada)
Ian Poinsenet (France)
Ian Rosenfeldt (Canada)
Ignacio Voullieme (Chile)
Iryna Molodecky (Canada)
Ismet Mamnoon (USA)
James McAnanama (Canada)
Janeen Halliwell (Canada)
Janice Francisco (Canada)
Jasmin Mahdy (Canada)
Jennifer Keilty-Friesen (Canada)
Jill Morris (USA)
Jim Nicholson (Canada)
Jim Ridge (Canada)
Jo Yudess (USA)
Joe Miguez (USA)
Johan Majlov (USA)
John Sedgwick (Canada)
Johnette Majlov (USA)
Joshua Schrager (USA)
Julie Chandler (France)
Karen Rudolf (USA)

Karen BK Chan (Canada)
Kareth Middlemass (Canada)
Karin Davis (Canada)
Karin Vagiste (Canada)
Kate Bowers (Canada)
Kaz Ogino (Canada)
Kristen Barney (USA)
Kristen Peterson (USA)
Laila Ghattas (Canada)
Laura Switalski (USA)
Lee Kitchen (USA)
Leonardo Muñoz (Chile)
Leslie McAnanama (Canada)
Linda Salna (Canada)
Lisa Karlin (USA)
Liz Monroe-Cook (USA)
Lucie Dupont (Canada)
Maggie Dugan (Spain)
Marc Hurwitz (Canada)
Marguerite Orane (Canada)
Maria Petrucelli (Canada)
Mariana Muñoz (Chile)
Marie Pires (France)
Marie-Pier Schinck (Canada)
Marina Randich (Italy)
Martin Buttazoni (Chile)
Mary Arroyave (Canada)
Mary Ellyn Vicksta (USA)
Matteo Catullo (Italy)
Max Hurson (Canada)
Maxx Kochar (Canada)
Meg Leslie (Canada)
Megan Mitchell (Canada)
Michael Newberry (USA)
Michel Delage (Canada)
Michel Neray (Canada)
Mona Mahdy-Hughes (Canada)
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Muhammad Abdul Karim (Canada)
Natalie Bergeron-Duval (France)
Natalie Doré (Canada)
Natalie Robbins (USA)
Nicole Dobinson (Canada)
Patrick Duhoux (France)
Paul Groncki (USA)
Paul Hyman (Canada)
Ralph Robbins (USA)
Rebecca Reilly (USA)
René Bernèche (Canada)
Rich DiGirolamo (USA)
Rick Boersma (Canada)
RJ Rebmann (USA)
Robert Hookey (Canada)
Robert Wakulat (Canada)
Rose Lake (USA)
Rosemary Leslie (Canada)
Russ Schoen (USA)
Russell Thomas (Canada)
Samantha Hurwitz (Canada)
Samina Karim (Canada)
Sandra Hantziagelis (Canada)
Sara Ramadoro (Italy)
Sean Hurwitz (Canada)
Shirley Wildenbeest (Canada)
Sophia Schrager (USA)
Sophie Harvey (Canada)
Stephanie Barnes (Canada)
Stephanie Staples (Canada)
Stephen Whiteley (Canada)
Steven Hughes (Canada)
Steven Shama (USA)
Stuart Kandell (USA)
Susan Johnston (Canada)
Susan Robertson (USA)
Susan Wenger (USA)

Suzanne Filiatrault (Canada)
Sven Poguntke (Germany)
Sylvain Matte (Canada)
Sylvain Rouillard (Canada)
Tanya Gerber (Canada)
Terri Segal (Canada)
Tessa Manuello (Canada)
Thérèse Daignault (Canada)
Thom Gonyeau (USA)
Tim Dunne (Spain)
Tim Hurson (Canada)
Tim Switalski (USA)
Tjitze Postma (Netherlands)
Tom Beakbane (Canada)
Tony Esteves (Canada)
Tracey Marshall (Canada)
Tricia Garwood (USA)
Valerie Reynaud (France)
Vesna Vukovic-Dzodan (Canada)
Wayne Morris (New Zealand)
William Sturner (USA)
Win Wenger (USA)
Yoel Kluk (USA)

Special thanks to the kids, who
always make Mindcamp extraawesome:
Abdullah, Ariela, Aurora Grace,
Beto, Charlotte, Daniel, Graham,
Hamzah, Hana, Ilan, Iman, Isabelle,
Matthew, Molly, Peter, Rebecca,
Ruby, Thea, Yusuf, Zohara (USA)

Your Schedule
This is an overview of the overall time flow (a detailed daily schedule is available on the web and on the wall at
Mindcamp). We suggest you write in the events you attend on this schedule so you can have a record of what you
participated in. By the end of these very busy few days, you’ll be glad you did.
THURSDAY

3:00pm

Registration - Free Time - Explore!

5:00pm

Opening Plenary – gather at Labyrinth

6:00pm

Supper - Geneva Court Dining Hall

7:45pm

Session:
Pub – Campfire - Play!

9:45pm

Labyrinth Opening

FRIDAY

7:00am

Session:

7:30am

Breakfast - Geneva Court Dining Hall

8:30am

Creative Jolt!

9:00am

Session:
Lunch - Geneva Court Dining Hall

12:00pm
1:30pm

Session:
Break

3:00pm
3:30pm

Session:

5:30pm

Collide-O-Scopes

6:30pm

Supper - Geneva Court Dining Hall

7:30pm

Passeggiata (evening stroll, with surprises!)

9:00pm

Night Flight:

Pub - Campfire - Play!
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SATURDAY

7:00am

Session:

7:30am

Breakfast - Geneva Court Dining Hall

8:30am

Creative Jolt!

9:00am

Session:
Lunch - Geneva Court Dining Hall

12:00pm
1:30pm

Session:
Break

3:00pm
3:30pm

Session:

5:30pm

Collide-O-Scopes

6:30pm

Supper - Geneva Court Dining Hall

7:30pm

Passeggiata (evening stroll, with surprises!)

9:00pm

Night Flight:

7:00am

Session:

Pub - Campfire - Play!

SUNDAY

7:30am

Breakfast - Geneva Court Dining Hall

8:30am

Creative Jolt!

9:00am

Session:

11:30am

Closing Plenary: The Hub

12:30pm

Lunch Break

2:00pm

Go Away (unless you’re staying on)

Sessions in Buckets
Body/Mind

Focus on movement and mind/body
connection

BAVX Brain Fitness (Hyman)
Draw Your Body (Bergeron-Duval)
Elementary Yoga (Leeson)
Elements of Choreography (Hyatt)
Laughter Yoga (Orane)
Creating

Focus on creating something

CityMapping (Catullo)
Creative Cheddar (McAnanama)
Creative Writing Workshop (April)
Everyday Curiosity (Ridge, Hurson)
Open the Door (Haines)
Presenting with Heart (Shama)
Reverse Garbage (Morris, Rudolf)
Writing Freely (Dugan)
Facilitation

Focus on facilitation skills

Appreciative Coaching (Robinson)
Empathic Facilitation (Chan)
Playing for High Stakes (Santos)
WTF!! (Bigonesse, Schoen)
Immersion

Have an immersive experience

Musicification of Creativity (Segal,
Rosenfeldt)
Passeggiata (Mindcamp)
Strengthen Your Spin (Esteves)
Swimming in the Present (Kluk,
Rouillard)
Water Journey (Rouillard)

Insight

Focus on personal & professional
insight

Conscious Communication
(Ghattas)
Elements of Inter-Play (Morris)
Habit Elementals (Monroe-Cook)
The Idea Bank (Staples)
Life is But a Game (Rudolf)
Life-Symbols (Sturner)
NO EXCUSES (Morris)
Piggy Bank Logic (Miguez)
Self-Reflection (Vicksta)
Tolerating Ambiguity (Dugan,
Hurson)
Tranquility in a Teacup (Hughes,
Nicholson)
Integration

Focus on digesting the feast

Collide-O-Scope (Mindcamp)
Mindcamp Labyrinth (Miguez)
Learning

Focus on new knowledge

Creative Couch (Kitchen)
Creative Juice Boost (Whiteley)
Direct Your Attention (Switalski,
Switalski)
The Elemental Brain (Hurwitz)
EQ (Yau)
Languages of Appreciation (Baum)
Masters of the Universe (Reilly)
Night Flights (Mindcamp)
The Positivity Generator (Hughes,
Hyman)
Social Enterprise Structure (Wakulat,
Dobinson)

Strategies

Focus on systems or frameworks

Happiness! (Wenger)
Kirk vs. Spock (Hurwitz, Hurwitz)
Need Finding (Kluk)
Never Be Closing (Hurson, Dunne)
The Outside-In Revolution (Kochar)
Style as an Element (HouleRutherford)
Tools/Techniques

Focus on practical tools & techniques

The Art of List-making
(McAnanama)
Be There! (Doré, Manuello)
Facilitating in Your Underwear
(Mamnoon, Hurson)
Hypnotic Storytelling (Coetzee)
Imagestreaming (Wenger)
Instant Collaboration! (Doré,
Delage)
Pack The Room! (Neray)
The Power of Perspective (Paigen)
Quick Draw Bootcamp (Gerber)
Rev Your Brain (Rosenfeldt)
Tell-A-Vision Academy (Ridge)
Visual Solutions (Young)
Wonderlandscape (Reynaud,
Goglio)
Alan’s Library (Black)
Win U (Wenger)

Sessions
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Plenary Sessions: For Everyone

Daily (or Nightly) Sessions

Collide-O-Scope

Elementary Yoga

Debriefing your Mindcamp experience
Friday and Saturday at 5:30pm

Like espresso, only better
Franca Leeson
Daily 7:00am • Court 16

It's been said that real learning begins with the debrief,
where you start to discover connections between what
you've learned and what you already know. This year,
we're offering a facilitated debrief of the day's sessions,
where you and other Mindcampers will gather in small
groups and unpack your learnings from the day, and
begin to apply what you've been exposed to. Each session will be hosted by an experienced facilitator who
will guide you as you explore the relevance of the
material you've encountered and how to integrate it
into your personal and professional life.

A great way to start the day with calm, full energy: 45
minutes of basic yoga, nothing too hard or stretchy —
no previous experience required. We will integrate
mindfulness, music, simple yoga postures, and movement. The combination allows people of any level of
fitness and flexibility (including none on both counts) to
bring body and mind together in a deep experience of
stretching, flowing, and opening. This session is ideal for
people who want to explore an integrated body/mind
approach to creative development.

Mindcamp Labyrinth

Writing Freely

Joe Miguez
Ongoing • Outside Hub

Maggie Dugan
Daily 7:00am • Court 5

The Labyrinth has been used by human beings
throughout recorded history and across cultures as
both a means and a metaphor for enlightenment, creativity, and self-discovery. Using a labyrinth constructed
according to both ancient and modern principles by Joe
and the Mindcamp volunteer labyrinth construction
crew (of which you may be a member), accelerate the
reflective/creative process to gain clarity, direction of
action, and implementation of intention. Be prepared
to be surprised!

Maybe you like to write, or you want to write more.
Perhaps you need to reflect on all the things that
you’re experiencing at Mindcamp, to collect them and
make sense of them. Or you just want to explore your
creative potential using words and language. All good
reasons to join us for random free-writing. We’ll use
prompts and images and writing exercises to unleash
the words in you. No need to attend every time, just
drop in whenever you feel the urge to write.

Passeggiata

Friday and Saturday 9:00pm • Everywhere

Let's go for a walk
Friday and Saturday 7:30pm • Everywhere

A passeggiata is a special kind of Italian stroll: everyone
in town heads for the main street, where they stroll up
and down, collecting and exchanging news. It’s an
opportunity to pick up info while re-aligning with the
community in a relaxed setting. In the Mindcamp
Passeggiata, everyone is invited to enjoy an after-dinner
stroll, with a “twist”: creativity buskers. Last year
encounters included: performances of all kinds (mostly
interactive), a punk hair salon, ice cream, a Thinking
Well, free hugs, karaoke stand, bubbles, ping pong....
and more. This year? You will have to see for yourself!

Night Flights
Every year, all Mindcampers have the opportunity to
offer something we call Night Flights. These are workshops that are held after the normally scheduled sessions. People who want to present fill out a form that
says what the session is about, how long it will be, and
which night it will be (it can be either Friday or
Saturday night). Then we post the sheet publicly for
everyone to see. People who are interested sign up on
the sheet. We then assign a room appropriate to the
number of people who have indicated they want to
come. Night Flights start at 9:00pm.

ln the interest of saving trees, bios and session descriptions have been abridged — find fullness on the web at www.mindcamp.org
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Appreciative Coaching: How coaching can
drive innovative solution-finding
Cora Robinson
Friday 9:00am • Court 6

A highly interactive, immersive experience in applying
the latest business coaching approaches to drive innovative solution finding. You’ll discover how the best
coaches do what they do, and how you can to. You’ll
test out a broad range of strategies and tools, including
contracting "feedback loops", employing "influencing language", "anchoring" a solution-finding mind state, and
reframing to overcome fear of risk-taking and failure.

CityMapping

A unique way to access your personal or
business vision
Matteo Catullo
Saturday 9:00am • Court 3/4

Creative Cheddar

Elemental creativity for economic creation
James McAnanama
Friday 9:00am • Daniel Centre

Given a room full of creativity professionals, can we
assemble into ad hoc teams that can dream, create,
and launch viable toys in the new Maker economy?
First, we will stack teams for optimal innovation. Next,
these teams will distill the reactants of types of play and
types of toys and will mix them together to create
highly exothermic ideas for the Next Great Toy. Finally,
the teams will be invited to create a plan to collaborate
over the coming year to prototype and crowd-fund
these ideas with the target of releasing a product for
the Christmas Holidays.

Hypnotic Storytelling

Dreaming with your eyes wide open
Francois Coetzee
Saturday 9:00am • Court 6

No matter where you come from, you have in your
heart an image of your ideal place to live. Matteo will
guide you on a journey to and through your ideal city.
You will draw a unique CityMap with streets, lanes,
squares, parks, shops, and buildings. The names and
shapes of its streets, its geography, and its architecture
will reveal insights about who you are and where you
need to go. By freeing you from the restrictions of
North-South-East-West grids, your ideal CityMap will
open a world of new ideas, unexpected connections,
and promising directions.

Hypnotic storytelling is the art of using story, poetry
and trance-formative techniques to create an immersive experience for an audience to change and learning
on a conscious and unconscious level. In this session
we will discuss and practice how to understand the
message you want to convey. We will find the themes
that support your message, and pick stories, metaphor,
and poetry. You’ll structure your session, use the tools
of hypnotic storytelling, and have a little fun crafting and
sharing an experience of your own with a practical
exercise.

Conscious Communication

Imagestreaming

Say what you mean, mean what you say!
Laila Ghattas
Friday 9:00am • Lodge Lounge

How you communicate verbally and non-verbally has
fundamental impact on the quality of your relationships,
and therefore dictates the quality of your life. This
exploratory session unveils the specific sources of your
unconscious communication patterns. You actually discover the blueprint of elements that are influencing
your communication style and effectiveness. Literally
see what interferes with your capacity to understand
and be understood. Discover the assumptions and ineffective habits cluttering your journey to satisfying selfexpression. Free yourself now.

Win Wenger
Friday 9:00am • Court 3/4

All of us have a stream of “back-of-the-mind” stuff running all the time. You prove that to yourself, every time
you take a shower. This back-of-the-mind stuff reflects
your deepest knowledge, understanding, and intuition.
And it has more than 40 times the capacity of the part
of your brain that maintains your conscious, verbal
focus. This stream reflexively responds to whatever is
going on, including any questions or problems you may
be dealing with. Much of this session will focus on how
to notice and make sense of the image-metaphors constantly flowing through the back corners of your mind.

Repeat after me: “Schedule and room information subject to change. What isn’t?” Repeat 10,000 times. Got it? Good. You’re an expert now.
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Life-Symbols

Celebrating our gifts, contributions, & common
core
William Sturner
Saturday 9:00am • Court 16

We will invoke and create our special set of LifeSymbols — thereby honoring our talents and celebrating both our current and emerging spheres of resonant
energy. Both active and reflective, we will select and
create a set of affirmations, mandalas, movements and
sculptures that: 1) express our special resonance, 2)
reflect our emerging life choices, and 3) honor the
common core of all 'creative-spiritual' endeavors. The
waves of exploration will enfold with meditations,
music, movement, mudras and symbols — as we affirm
our individual and collective journeys, contributions and
aspirations.

Musicification of Creativity

How to turn everyday sounds into extraordinary
possibilities for optimal creative living
Terri Segal & Ian Rosenfeldt
Saturday 9:00am • Daniel Centre

Join us in exploring the dynamic interplay between the
elements of music and creativity! We will enter into
creativity via musical expression and exploration, with
West African hand drums, world percussion instruments, found objects, digital sounds, your body, your
voice, and other elements you might not consider
musical... yet. We practice different ways of making, listening to and perceiving sound. Through debriefing,
you will better understand how listening in new ways
can bring more creativity and FLOW into your own
life. No previous musical experience is necessary.

Need Finding

A hands-on approach to empathy
Yoel Kluk
Saturday 9:00am • Court 5

How can you find the best solution? First you must find
the deepest human need. During this session we will
have the experience of being able to mirror the needs,
hopes and stories of people, we will see how they can
be converted into real insights and then explore different ways to see the needs as opportunities. Thinking
about a real context within Mindcamp, we will apply
the 3 techniques of empathy: observation, immersion
and engagement.

Never Be Closing

Advice for the accidental salesperson
Tim Hurson & Timothy Dunne
Saturday 9:00am • Centennial 15

The “Always Be Closing” approach to selling is dead —
and starting to smell. If you’re looking for a new, ethical,
and more effective way to sell your products, your
services, or yourself, Tim and Tim will point you in the
right direction. This session applies creative problemsolving principles to selling. You will learn 11 key steps
to transform run-of-the-mill sales calls into productive
sales conversations — to build not just sales, but relationships. Because unless you can sell them, ideas are
just... well, ideas.

NO EXCUSES

If you want to be more creative you can't remain
the person you are today!
Wayne Morris
Friday 9:00am • Court 16

You can be no more creative than you are today if you
continue to do the things and stay the person you are
today. Highly creative people do things that less creative people don't. Highly creative people have to create — it is not a choice. Highly creative people work
harder and have habits that less creative people do not.
We will explore what highly creative people do, apply
the 'creative process' to our own lives and develop a
personal strategy for becoming even more creative.
The workshop is both practical (individual and group
activities) and reflective (time for you).

Quick Draw Bootcamp

Graphic Recording 101
Tanya Gerber
Friday 9:00am • Auditorium

Build your quick-draw skills so you can transform your
personal notes, flip charts or facilitation style with simple images, icons and colour! You’ll draw individually
and in a small group, and you’ll laugh and learn doing a
“graphic jam” practice session. You'll understand the
importance of bullets and clustering. Your handwriting
will improve! You'll practice by synthesizing a fiveminute talk into a simple graphic. Then we'll tour and
appreciate! All materials provided — Just come and
draw! Beginners are especially welcome!

ln the interest of saving trees, bios and session descriptions have been abridged — find fullness on the web at www.mindcamp.org
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Rev Your Brain

Seeing creativity in a new light
Ian Rosenfeldt
Friday 9:00am • Court 5

Tolerating Ambiguity

Living in the "I don't know"
Maggie Dugan & Tim Hurson
Friday 9:00am • Centennial 15

Never been here before? Think creativity is a skill possessed only by “creative types”? Looking for a refresher
before jumping into the creative continuum that is
Mindcamp? Look no further, because this session is for
you! We will help catalyze your creativity in a fun and
interactive way that will appeal to all of your senses.
Participants will walk away with a better understanding
of what creativity is, why it is important to all aspects of
your life, and how you can develop your own creative
abilities.

In the face of an elusive solution, or a murky, messy
problem, many of us are ill at ease. Yet this is when we
need to cultivate a tolerance for ambiguity, an ability to
stay in uncertainty, or stay with the question, despite
the discomfort of not knowing the answer, or not
knowing where we’re headed. In this session you’ll
explore your own comfort or discomfort with ambiguity, and you’ll have a chance to think about how you
might cultivate a greater tolerance for ambiguity in
order to give yourself time and space for creativity.

Swimming in the Present

2-Hour Sessions

In a complex world, try mindfulness
Clara Kluk & Sylvain Rouillard
Saturday 9:00am • Lodge Lounge

The Art of List-making
Leslie McAnanama
Sunday 9:00am • Lodge Lounge

We hear a lot about mindfulness these days. There are
links with well-being, psychology and even leadership in
the workplace, among other things. Harvard Business
Review dedicates part of its April 2014 issue to mindfulness, stressing its crucial relevance to leadership. Let’s
clarify what’s it’s all about, how we can have more of
that. Clara and Sylvain, with their playful, very active
approach, invite you to experiment in order to share
your insights and find together ways to apply our learnings, so we can have more of that in our daily lives.

In this workshop, you will create your own personalized lists on various themes such as Beautiful Words,
Pretty Things, Things Worth Every Penny, Things I Like
that Other People Hate, and Endearing Things my
Spouse Does. No, this is not a To Do List workshop.
Rather, in the end you will have a unique and personal
representation of what it is that brings you joy and, not
surprisingly, what you value. A perfect way to stimulate
your creativity and feel happy.

Tell-A-Vision Academy

Creative Couch

Animating your intelligence everyday
Jim Ridge
Saturday 9:00am • Auditorium

The Tell-A-Vision Academy is all about externalizing
your thinking into physical form and then re-animating
life and spirit back into it. We’ll look at 3 stunning concepts: 1) “Drawn 2 Think”; the instinctive need to think
and express on surfaces. 2) “Just Build It”; the practice
of visual-tactile prototyping, using very simple
“Handstorming” tools to help you blast your way
through everyday design challenges. And 3) “Tell-AVision”; where you’ll learn diagramming, idea sketching,
constellating and story boarding. And then the very
special skill of animating your story telling with no technology at all! Note: If you have any kind of video capture device like an iPhone or camera bring it with you.

Lee Kitchen
Thursday 7:45pm • Court 16

Lee Kitchen presents “The Buzz Report,” a collection
of breakthrough ideas and innovation, mined and discovered from around the globe and submitted by a
community of Disney creativity and innovation enthusiasts to Disney's internal online ideation site called
Creative Lab (kinda like a Pinterest for work.) Whether
it's ads, gadgets, new products, inspiring human stories
or funny videos — this presentation is sure to give you
some fresh thinking to help make connections which
will lead to GREAT ideas for your own endeavors. It's
sure to be a fun evening of freshness and creativity!

Repeat after me: “Schedule and room information subject to change. What isn’t?” Repeat 10,000 times. Got it? Good. You’re an expert now.
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Draw Your Body

Create (and feel) your own as well as the
Mindcamp body!
Nathalie Bergeron-Duval
Thursday 7:45pm • Court 3/4

Empathic Facilitation

Making emotions work for you not against you
Karen BK Chan
Sunday 9:00am • Court 16

First step, a session in which you will experience a
deep relaxation through movements, breathing exercises and full attention to sensations. The full body will
be relaxed, elements by elements, to create a deep
feeling of unity and “home”. You’ll be invited to draw,
blind, the way you feel your body, element by element,
with no judgment. Next, we will make a collage with
the different elements drawn before to create an imaginary collective body. The result will be posted and all
Mindcamp will be invited to add their own drawings...
this body will evolve into the Mindcamp body!

Ever feel at a loss in the face of anger, hostility, withdrawal, apathy, or unspoken tensions? Do emotions
ride high sometimes to the detriment everyone
involved? We will explore what feelings are (and are
not). We will use practical tools to engage with emotions in curious, non-defensive ways. We will untangle
the knot of complex emotions and scenarios to reveal
underlying unmet needs, strengths disguised as trouble,
and the ease that well-timed empathy can provide.
Bring real-life challenges and scenarios, and expect to
pick up tools you can use both professionally and personally (your loved ones will thank you!).

The Elemental Brain

Habit Elementals

Last year, we spent 90 minutes in the sun talking about
the implications of five principles of neuroscience and
what they mean for creativity. But there were 10 principles on the list (and I've added an 11th). This year,
we'll take a little longer to ponder the remaining 6
principles and integrate all 10+1 principles. It doesn't
matter if you couldn't make it last year, you'll get a lot
out of it.

Can people establish creative thinking as a habitual
behavior? Is habit a Creative Element? Yes! Let’s
explore the concept of habit as applied to creating
good creative habits and breaking not-so-functional
thinking or behavioral habits. In this session, you will be
challenged to look at your own habits. We will explore
some of the classic and current understanding of
human habits, have some fun conversations, and lean
into commitments to habits we want to have with
regard to creativity, design thinking and innovation.

Part 2 of the Neuroscience of Creativity
Marc Hurwitz
Sunday 9:00am • Centennial 15

Elements of Inter-Play

Creativity, neuroscience, sexuality and love
Jill Morris
Sunday 9:00am • Court 3/4

Our brains are not designed to be turned on by the
familiar, yet the wondrous sanctuary of lasting love
depends on it. Creativity is the key to keeping our
brains, our bodies and our relationships flourishing and
vigorously alive. Join us in a session where we get to
use our creative minds to play with the elements
seated at the deepest part of our relational selves. Of
course, we will respect your desire for inter-play or
intra-play – it will be up to you to determine where
you want to sit on the spectrum of privacy.

Making creativity automatic
Liz Monroe-Cook
Thursday 7:45pm • Centennial 15

Life is But a Game

It's all how we choose to perceive it
Karen Rudolf
Thursday 7:45pm • Lodge Lounge

Participate in a powerful communication and relationship-buiding process using a new tool that brings people together to deep levels of connection. And it's fun...
in fact, it's a game! While playing this amazing game
you will brainstorm with others and engage in mutual
support. You and your fellow players will walk away
with a clearer perspective of what you wish to obtain
for yourself in this moment through this highly visual,
contextual tool!

ln the interest of saving trees, bios and session descriptions have been abridged — find fullness on the web at www.mindcamp.org
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The Power of Perspective

Change your seat and change your world
Gina Paigen
Sunday 9:00am • Court 5

We learn from experience not to put our hand in the
fire, whether we like strawberries and that work seems
like play when we love what we do. While this serves
our development, it also creates self-perpetuating filters, assumptions and perspectives. But when we shift
our perspective, we shift our sense of what is possible;
we explore alternatives, create and innovate, and interact with those around us in different ways. This workshop introduces “The Perspective Game”: a process
that allows us to examine current perspectives, invites
us to choose the perspective we want to hold, and to
explore the potential that opens up when we do this.

Strengthen Your Spin

Leadership lessons from ping-pong
Tony Esteves
Thursday 7:45pm • Auditorium

An entertaining and play-based workshop where PingPong is used to teach lessons about utilizing strengths,
adaptability, innovation and collaboration. In this session
we will actually play Ping-Pong on miniature Ping-Pong
tables. Come to Strengthen Your Spin, to get physical,
and to learn how to be a more effective team player in
your workplace.

Style as an Element

Understanding and appreciating the diversity in a
group
Diane Houle-Rutherford
Thursday 7:45pm • Court 5

What does Innovation really mean? How is it different
from Creativity? What elements underly our behaviours? What role does Style play in the production of
ideas? This session aims at demystifying some concepts,
and introduces participants to the Kirton AdaptionInnovation (KAI) Theory. Learning to look through the
lenses of Style will allow you to see your behaviours
and your relationships differently and understand the
impact you have on others, both personally and professionally. You will also be able to see the various elements of Creativity at play. NOTE: The first 15 people
to arrive at the session will have the opportunity to
complete the inventory and get a feedback report.

Tranquility in a Teacup
Steven Hughes & Jim Nicholson
Sunday 9:00am • Court 6

The worlds of tea collide with mindfulness and community dialogue. Taste some exquisite teas from
around the world in an environment that supports
mindful presence and reflection. Experience tea drinking as a vehicle to spark and engage heart-felt conversation. Steven and Jim will discuss how he has brought
tea drinking sessions to isolated and marginalized communities ... building community, joy, and connection in a
fragmented world ... one cup of tea at a time.

Water Journey
Sylvain Rouillard
Sunday 9:00am • Daniel Centre

Water can fill a space, expand, also nurture. Same with
knowledge: your learnings, your insights, can help you
expand your perspective, your wisdom, and give you
the pleasure of choice sometimes. You can also learn
from moments when you felt resistance. This workshop
is a journey through which you will identify, celebrate
and make sense of what you bring back with you from
this Mindcamp journey. We will use dialogue, drawing,
objects, shadows… and water.
60/90-minute Sessions

BAVX Brain Fitness

Mindfulness in motion
Paul Hyman
Saturday 1:30pm (90’) • Auditorium

BAVX is a series of more than 200 Balance / Auditory /
Vision eXercises, of varied complexity, most of which
are deeply rooted in rhythm. These exercises improve
full body coordination and focused attention. The program utilizes beanbags, racquetballs, balance boards,
and eye-fitness exercises. BAVX promotes cooperation,
self-challenge, and fosters peer teaching. Originally
developed to address the needs of students with reading challenges, BAVX benefits all students, enhancing
confidence, self-esteem, and learning retention.

Repeat after me: “Schedule and room information subject to change. What isn’t?” Repeat 10,000 times. Got it? Good. You’re an expert now.
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Be There!

Direct Your Attention

Do you have a hard time calming the hamster in your
head when you need to perform (give a speech, facilitate, face the white page)? Do creative ideas come to
you AFTER the problem-solving session or that important conversation? Do you work with groups that have
a hard time focussing? Do you wish you could contribute better or get the most out of every moment –
like during every minute of Mindcamp? In this session
you’ll learn techniques to get present physically and
mindfully, even when you want to flee psychologically.
You will discover and experience individual and group
techniques to BE THERE!

Truly effective leaders can direct their attention to
what is most important at any given moment.
Sometimes it has to do with practicing self-awareness
and being a more ‘authentic’ leader. At other times,
there is a need to focus on the relationships that are
critical to fostering alignment and achieving collective
goals. Then again, there are changes in the outer world
that require leaders to focus more broadly and outwardly. This session will build on recent research in
neuroscience and emotional intelligence to focus our
attention where it is most needed at a given moment.

Creative Juice Boost:

Anthony Hyatt
Friday 3:30pm (90’) • Centennial 15

A 90-minute experience to get you in the
moment and do one thing at a time
Nathalie Doré & Tessa Manuello
Friday 3:30pm (90’) • Court 5

Expand your creativity
Stephen Whiteley
Saturday 3:30pm (60’) • Lodge Lounge

Our creativity is not a fixed quantity or quality. We can
quickly and easily enhance our creativity and this session will allow you to do just that. This session will
include a meditation that will expand your creative
juices not just for the session, but for all time.

Creative Writing Workshop

Back to basics and beyond!
Anik April
Saturday 1:30pm (90’) • Court 3/4

Here's an invitation to get back to the building blocks
of creative writing: you (body and mind), your medium
(pen, paper and words), and that fascinating something
that goes on between the two. We’ll be exploring the
interaction between all three. Seize this opportunity to
(re)connect with your senses to enrich your writing; to
be inspired by the elements of nature; and first and
foremost, to play with the components of a sentence
and of a story in different and fun ways. No “talent” is
required, only the willingness to experiment and to let
your words and imagination flow.

How leaders can learn to focus on the right
thing
Tim Switalski & Laura Switalski
Friday 1:30pm (90’) • Centennial 15

Elements of Choreography
Person and Place, Movement and Stillness,
Communication and Connection: These are some of
the elements of choreography and life. We will be
using structured improvisation to explore these and
others. The facilitation will include live music. In this
session our dances will be playful but our dances can
also be purposeful. We will touch upon the value of
movement as metaphor that can be utilized in what I
call ‘Choreographic Problem Solving – The other CPS’.
This session is for people of all ability levels and backgrounds. Dance experience is not required.

EQ: Emotional Intelligence for today's leaders
Cecilia Yau
Friday 3:30pm (90’) • Court 3/4

A leader who can use both mind and heart, rational
and gut feelings will be able, through courage and commitment, to use creative problem solving processes to
achieve high level of effectiveness and significant transformation in one's work. In this workshop, we will
explore: the components of emotional intelligence; its
significance and applicability in our contemporary workplace and discover ways to nurture EQ in one's self.
An EQ Self Assessment Profile will be used to help
participants evaluate their own strengths and vulnerabilities and work to enhance their personal EQ.

ln the interest of saving trees, bios and session descriptions have been abridged — find fullness on the web at www.mindcamp.org
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Everyday Curiosity
Jim Ridge & Max Hurson
Friday 1:30pm (90’) • Auditorium

The Idea Bank

How to Create a Breakthrough Year in Business
& Life!
Stephanie Staples
Saturday 1:30pm • Lodge Lounge

When they were kids (actually they still are), neither
Jim nor Max could resist the urge to take things apart.
The sight of a mechanical clock or a toaster or that old
movie camera in the drawer was often just too much
for them. Hours later, when their parents got home,
there was the clock, there was the toaster, there was
the camera — in pieces. Well, this session is your
chance to re-live the magic of pulling things apart.
You'll be given the objects to dismantle, the tools to
do it with, and even some coaching if you want it. In
the process, you'll satisfy a primal urge, you'll learn a
ton and a half about how things are made, and you'll
have more fun than you've had in years.

Do you have room for improvement in your life? Are
you ready to move from just having ideas to putting
them into action? Draw on the brilliance of Mindcamp
participants in a World Cafe style session to help you
create a plan to make your ideas reality, craft the experiences you desire, overcome obstacles that may block
you and have the grit and resilience to keep moving
towards your goals. A fast-paced, interactive, ideapacked session that will have you laughing, thinking and
inspired to take immediate action that will positively
impact your life and livelihood.

Facilitating in Your Underwear

Instant Collaboration!

What to do when you are caught with your
pants down!
Ismet Mamnoon & Tim Hurson
Friday 1:30pm • Court 3/4

In spite of diligent effort to clarify a client’s needs and
assess the situation before embarking on a project –
often we get caught with our pants down as we find
ourselves in a situation that we were not prepared for.
Wouldn't it be great if we could cover our “butts” by
pulling out simple techniques that require no advance
preparation? In this session you will have the opportunity to work with such techniques and you will pool
your expertise with others to design similar tools and
techniques that in a pinch you could use even when
you are facilitating in your underwear!

Happiness!
Susan Wenger
Saturday 3:30pm • Court 16

The goal of this workshop is to START you on the
path to finding and setting your own personal goals,
and increasing the quantity and quality of your personal
happiness. There is a direct correlation between happiness and creativity: if you are happier, you will be more
creative. In this workshop, you will receive at least five
specific things you can do to make yourself happier,
and you will practice all five of them. Handouts will be
provided. There will be a great deal of participant participation in this session. There WILL be homework.

Experience team cohesion in 90 minutes
Nathalie Doré & Michel Delage
Saturday 1:30pm (90’) • Centennial 15

Need to get teams to create, solve problems or just
plain get along? How do you get people to connect
and feel they belong to a group quickly? (Think after a
merger or when integrating lots of new people at the
start of a semester.) Before people can create and collaborate they need to connect! Using a circus preparing
for a new show as an analogy, participants will experience from the moment they walk through the door
how some facilitation skills and abstract project images
can quickly build the connection required for collaboration.

Kirk vs. Spock

The elements of collaborative decision-making
Samantha Hurwitz & Marc Hurwitz
Friday 1:30pm (90’) • Court 16

We face dozens of decisions every day from the commonplace to those more akin to intergalactic warfare.
Collaborative decision-making is a skill with many elements that builds on creative thinking processes: how
can you move the process forward, how can you add
the most value, and how can you harness the most
value from your crew? The Starship Enterprise has two
great decision-makers on board: Captain Kirk and First
Officer Spock. Who does your organization need making decisions: Kirk or Spock?

Repeat after me: “Schedule and room information subject to change. What isn’t?” Repeat 10,000 times. Got it? Good. You’re an expert now.
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Languages of Appreciation
Bruce Baum
Saturday 3:30pm (90’) • Court 5

Are you aware of the Five Languages of Appreciation?
Are you looking for ways to express your appreciation
of the effort, work and accomplishments of others?
Based on the work of Gary Chapman and Paul White,
we will explore how the Five Languages of
Appreciation are a sound organizational investment.
We will review the five languages, how they can impact
an organization, the difference between recognition and
appreciation and how you can motivate others with
appreciation. You will also gain insight into your own
language of appreciation. You may just find you will
appreciate participating in this workshop.

Laughter Yoga

Shortcut to creativity
Marguerite Orane
Friday 3:30pm (60’) • Court 16

Laughter Yoga is a system of exercise where we combine yogic breathing with laughter. So people will be
laughing! Why? Because when you are laughing, you are
totally present in the moment. And being present frees
you from the past and future and therefore opens the
space for all sorts of magic to flow. Laughter energises,
lifts mood, connects.

Masters of the Universe

Orthodoxy vs. Heterodoxy in economic
forecasting
Rebecca Reilly
Friday 1:30pm (90’) • Lodge Lounge

Economic forecasts that miss the mark, like preceding
the financial crisis of 2008, fall short of providing individuals with unbiased information on which to make
important financial decisions. This session will help participants discover heterodoxical economic forecasting
through a highly interactive activity. Using individual and
group creativity, participants will experiment with transcending traditional economic principals with a more
human-centered method.

Open the Door

An obstacle course in the creativity of science,
art, and life
Amy Haines
Saturday 3:30pm (90’) • Centennial 13

‘Open the Door’ invites participants to refine the
design of a high-impact, interactive, interdisciplinary
entry-level college course, which maximizes cohesion,
rigor and fun, yet allows flexible staffing and subject
areas. Participants will explore, discuss, and evaluate
options provided and offered. This session is for all
interested in helping design a course that builds skill,
courage, confidence and creative grit.

The Outside-In Revolution

Designing the ultimate customer experience
Maxx Kochar
Friday 1:30pm (90’) • Court 5

Outside-In is a system for creating and sustaining
organizations. Its central tenet is that, going forward, all
successful organizations will have to focus on Successful
Customer Outcomes (SCOs). By coming here, you've
already declared yourself part of the Outside-In
Revolution. With the right framework, you can realize
that potential, cast off the shackles off old-think, and
help lead the way to a new truly productive paradigm
— for your organization and others that will model
themselves on what you've built. Once you begin
thinking Outside-In, you'll never see process and performance the same way again.

Pack The Room! How to write session
descriptions that attract truckloads of
participants drooling to worship at the altar of
your expertise
Michel Neray
Saturday 3:30pm (90’) • Court 3/4

Too frequently, session descriptions are boring, confusing or don’t highlight the real value. It’s not that the
session isn't valuable; it’s usually a case of the presenter
not knowing how to write it up. We’re going to change
that. If you already have a conference session, keynote
or presentation, bring it along to work on. If you don’t,
I’ll supply you with one. Even if the only time you ever
write a session description is for Mindcamp, you’ll still
get tools and skills to help you sell more, get a raise in
pay and increase your value to the universe.

ln the interest of saving trees, bios and session descriptions have been abridged — find fullness on the web at www.mindcamp.org
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Piggy Bank Logic

The elemental elements of Piggy Bank Logic
Joe Miguez
Saturday 1:30pm • Court 5

Def... El.e.men.ta.ry... Adjective of or relating to the
most rudimentary aspects of a subject...
Into elements or other primary constitutuents...
Welcome to the world of muddling. A4 Fold way...
Where do you show up? ( investment of energy )...
Are you paying attention? ( measurement )...
Are you telling the truth w/out blame or judgement
( appreciation for the moment )...
Most importantly be open to outcome and not
attached to outcome...
I invite you to muddle in the elements of creativity...

Playing for High Stakes

What competition can teach us about
collaboration
Ginny Santos
Saturday 3:30pm • Centennial 15

Good collaborators need strong communication skills,
flexibility, self-awareness, and an understanding of
power dynamics. In this session we will play two simple
games (no prior experience necessary!) that dramatically illustrate the pitfalls and rewards of cross-cultural
collaboration. We'll then explore ways to improve our
skills — as leaders, participants, and facilitators of creative collaborations. We’ll use the power of play to
create a safe environment for learning from mistakes
and to draw out insights.

The Positivity Generator

Experience the cascading elements of higher
octave emotions
Steven Hughes & Paul Hyman
Friday 3:30pm • Lodge Lounge

The goal of this two-hour experiential session is to
introduce you to the Positivity Generator. This engaging exercise is a process that work teams can use as
part of a team building initiative and as a method of
building high performance as it surfaces and celebrates
each team member’s strengths and contributions. This
exercise can also be used as a framework to deliver a
strengths-based approach for conducting a learning
transfer session in the university or college classroom.

Presenting with Heart: Secrets to giving
powerful & passionate presentations
Steven Shama
Saturday 3:30pm • Court 6

Fearful, anxious, or just not excited about your next
speaking opportunity? Really look forward to it after
attending this fun-filled session, a session with a heart.
Learn how to pick topics that you are truly passionate
about, find "your" stories to tell, enjoy yourself as you
give the presentation and enjoy your audience. Bring
topics for a talk, and as time permits we will add ingredients to make your next presentation an exciting one
to give… so that you will be unforgettable.
Guaranteed!

Reverse Garbage

Salvaging trash into treasure in 90 minutes
Wayne Morris & Karen Rudolf
Friday 3:30pm • Auditorium

Why throw it out when, with some imagination and
creativity, you could turn it into a treasure? Join us for
Reverse Garbage. We will be using the parts from
Everyday Curiosity to create objects the like of which
are only limited by your imagination – maybe jewellery,
robots, fantasy animals, steampunk-inspired creations.
We will provide trash and some tools but you might
want to contribute to the trash and bring bits along –
wire, nuts and bolts, tin cans, small mechanical machine
parts, old toys and dolls as well as simple tools such as
screwdrivers, spanners etc.

Self-Reflection... Through self reflection
Mary Ellyn Vicksta
Friday 1:30pm • Court 6

Vivian Maier’s self-portraits use any reflective surface in
her surroundings to interesting results. This workshop
will focus on looking at her body of self-reflective photos as inspiration. Then, we will explore the environment around Mindcamp looking for reflecting surfaces
in order to find interesting and provocative self-reflections while taking a photo to capture those reflective
moments. We will then discuss what these “reflective
images” suggests about self and others, We will spend
some contemplation time to write about what the selfreflective image means to you. We will share as appropriate, with the end result of discovering elemental
insights about self based on self-reflection.

Repeat after me: “Schedule and room information subject to change. What isn’t?” Repeat 10,000 times. Got it? Good. You’re an expert now.
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Social Enterprise Structure

Choosing the right business model
Robert Wakulat & Nicole Dobinson
Saturday 1:30pm • Court 6

Creatives and changemakers often seek to provide a
social or environmental benefit to their communities.
Sometimes it's not always clear what the best way is to
deliver those products or services.
This session is designed to introduce a framework
through which aspiring social entrepreneurs can choose
a business model best suited to their needs from forprofit to non-profit to charity to co-operative.

Visual Solutions

Getting beyond pretty pictures
Charlotte Young
Friday 3:30pm • Court 6

Bringing visual thinking into problem solving sessions
offers ways to improve our solutions. Yet the sentiment “I can’t draw” can be a stumbling block for many.
This session will investigate problem solving heuristics
(e.g., work backwards, compare, manipulate) and consider how to portray them visually. Participants will
hear about diverse problem solving approaches, consider problem “types” they frequently address (e.g., a
“where” problem), and suggest ways to depict the
problem visually. We will work in plenary, individually,
in small groups and at the wall.

Wonderlandscape

A collaborative art experience
Valérie Reynaud & Guillemette Goglio
Saturday 1:30pm • Court 16

How do you feel when you are about to make a decision? Sure to be sure? Hesitant? Should I leave or
should I go? For this session you’ll focus on this very
special moment that we call the "threshold of the
adventure." Join us to explore your own mind set as a
decision-maker while using an amazing design process
to co-create a "Wonderlandscape", a positive safe
place, where we would all like to be just before making
our own decisions!

WTF!! The Element of Surprise
Dan Bigonesse & Russ Schoen
Saturday 3:30pm • Auditorium

Improvation™ leverages specific improvisation activities
and exercises that are designed for groups that want to
play, learn, create and ultimately innovate (and who
doesn’t want that!). The activities and exercises are
structured to introduce laughter, adventure and play,
unleashing a supportive climate that nurtures and supports creative thinking. Problems are solved faster,
opportunities are fully explored, and deeper relationships are created. Come learn how to integrate specific
improvisation exercises and activities into your next
training, ideation session or meeting. Be prepared, to
move and laugh, laugh, laugh!
Ongoing Programs

Alan's Library:

The experience & wisdom of Dr. Robert Alan
Black
Robert Alan Black
Ongoing • Centennial 13

Dr. Robert Alan Black is a virtual library of creative
thinking techniques, tools, quotes, and stories.
Moreover, he is a passionate advocate for making creativity part of life-long learning. This August, we are giving him a classroom and letting him impart as much of
his vast knowledge as he can in one short weekend.
You can attend as many or as few sessions as you wish;
you can even drop in any time, and stay as long as you
want. It's up to you.
Here are the sessions in Alan’s Library:
C reative T hinking Library T our (T hursday 7:45-9:45pm)
We will share and discuss key points and learnings
from 12 pre-selected books and others the attendees
share. Specific books will be chosen by the participants.
You will get an introductory overview of approaches to
creative thinking development from 1950 to 2014;
highlights from 12 pre-selected books and others provided by participants; and a walk through the changes
of creative thinking development since 1950.

ln the interest of saving trees, bios and session descriptions have been abridged — find fullness on the web at www.mindcamp.org
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Y ou, I, Us: Styles and preferences to increase creative
thinking in Individuals and groups (Friday 1:30-3:00pm)
Since Hippocrates in Greece and the writing of the Tao
philosophies in the I Ching in China there have been
models of thinking styles and preferences. Since the
research of Roger Sperry and Joseph Bogen many
Whole Brain style instruments have been created and
sold around the world. Based upon the work of Carl
Jung the Myers-Briggs Temperament Instrument has
been taught and used around the world. Added to
these various instruments or models there have been
many more created including the well researched
instrument: FourSight created by Gerard Puccio and
Blair Miller. This session will explore the use of simple
to complex models to help leaders, team leaders and
individuals to better focus their creative thinking based
upon their preferences and areas of perhaps weaknesses.
Inspirations and A HA s: Using quotes to spark and
inspire creative thinking (Friday 1:30-2:30pm)
During this session we will explore, experiment with
and discuss our favorite CREATIVE THINKING, CREATIVITY, and CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING Quotes
as sources of inspiration and for sparking Creative
Thinking using a variety of Improv games and other discussion methods.
T he S.T .A .M.P.S. T oolbox: W hat to do when creativity
ain’t just happening (Saturday 9am-12noon)
Brainstorming, Checklisting, Force Relationships,
S.C.A.M.P.E.R., Excursions are a mixed sample of
Creative Thinking Tools that can be used to a) change
perspectives, b) break mindsets or 3) spark new ideas.
Creativity Conferences like Mindcamp, CPSI, ACRE,
CREA-Italy offer many sessions to introduce and teach
us many to hundreds of Creative Thinking Tools. Once
I experienced a series of them I had an AHA of how
to sort them out into types or categories in order to
collect and store them for future use. During this session we will work with a cross section of what I call
Creative Thinking ”S.T.A.M.P.S.“ — a.k.a. Systems,
Tools/techniques, Approaches/attitudes, Methods,
Processes, Strategies/styles — to help you use them
more effectively.

Famous C reativity Stories: Using stories to motivate
and increase creative thinking in ourselves and in
groups (Saturday 3:30-4:30pm)
A pplied Imagination, Magic of Y our Mind, A W hack on
the Side of Y our Head and dozens to hundreds of
books about creativity, creative thinking and creative
problem solving are sprinkled to filled with FAMOUS
CREATIVITY STORIES from Archimedes’ EUREKA! to
Steve Jobs and APPLE ahas. Some are fiction, fantasy,
myth and others real stories made into easier to tell
and remember stories to help motivate people to think
more creatively. This session will include as many stories as the presenter and the participants can share and
discuss from beginning to end.
Life-Long Learning: Designing your own creative thinking development plan (Sunday 9-11am)
Daily we can develop our existing creative thinking
skills, traits and creativeness for as long as we live in
our personal and professional lives. This program is
based upon the use of 52 creative thinking traits developed by E. Paul Torrance and his TTCT tests and the
presenters 32 traits of his Are You a Crayon Breaker?
We also can practice using creative thinking tools for
creative development exercise.

Win U

Win Wenger
Ongoing • Centennial 8

Win Wenger has spent a lifetime studying the methods
and insights of the world’s great creative geniuses,
including Socrates, Archimedes, Leonardo, Tesla, and
Einstein. His studies of these and other inventors, scientists, philosophers, and creatives have convinced him of
the truth that many, perhaps all, of the answers we
seek are easily accessible within ourselves.
Win believes passionately in the implied truth of the
word education, which comes from the Latin meaning
to draw forth from ourselves. Data may need to be
researched in the outside world, but creative insight is
available to all of us. We already have it inside us. The
key is to know where and how to look for it, to recognize it, and to articulate it. By learning and applying
Win’s proven methods, you can increase both your IQ
and your CQ, effectively doubling, tripling and even
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quadrupling your intellectual and creative output. By
following these guidelines, anyone can learn better and
think better.
We’ve structured Mindcamp’s Win U around some of
the key theories and methods Win has pioneered. The
program starts with the most easily accessible of these,
and moves on to more in-depth levels. However, there
are no prerequisites. You can attend all or part of Win
U. You can drop in at any time. You can stay as long as
you want. You can even come in only for the final session on Sunday. It’s up to you. One of the beauties of
of Win’s approach is that his methods — even the
most profound of them — are available to anyone. All
you need is the willingness to test them out on your
own issues, challenges, and problems.
Each session will give you an opportunity to learn and
apply one or more of Win’s creative problem solving
methods to a personal issue or challenge you may be
facing.
Here is the Win U schedule at a glance, with brief
descriptions of the material that will be covered in each
period.
Imagestreaming (Friday 9am-12noon)
All of us have a stream of “back-of-the-mind” stuff running all the time. It reflexively responds to whatever is
going on, including any questions or problems you may
be dealing with. Learn how to notice and make sense
of the image-metaphors constantly flowing through the
back corners of your mind. NOTE: This session takes
place in Court 3/4
Introduction, W indtunnel, & Freenoting
(Friday 1:30-3:00pm)
Building on the experience of Image Streaming, see
why the help of a listener can help you discover how
much you already know about the answers to your
questions. Then learn how to do the same thing when
you’re on your own. (You can attend this session even
if you did not go to Image Streaming).

W ake Up with the A nswer (Friday 9:00-10:30pm)
Win discusses, demonstrates, and evaluates an array of
incubation techniques including Silva Drink-of-Water
Method, Breathing for Clarity, First-Thing-in-theMorning, Flash-Catching, and What Comes Next? (a
great technique for obliterating writer’s block).
C rab A pple and Roll Y our O wn
(Saturday 9am-12noon)
C rab A pple is an analogical approach to problem solving, using whatever objects are at hand — a table, a
chair, a piano or even your own fingernail — and letting it represent your problem.
In Roll Y our O wn you use creative problem solving
techniques to create creative problem solving techniques. Apply what you know to inventing new and
even more productive ways of thinking.
O ver the W all (Saturday 1:30-3:00pm)
A structured five-stage guided meditation in which you
imagine your problem, barriers to its solution, and the
possibility of an answer, then go deeper into your issue
by deliberately re-imagining both your question and its
answer.
Beachhead (Saturday 3:30-5:00pm)
A more profound version of Over-the-Wall, particularly
suited to the invention of new products, systems, and
scientific discoveries.
Big Fish (Sunday 9:00am, 2 hours)
Using any of the tools you’ve learned at Win U, tackle
the big issues of the day — from diversity to climate,
to sustainable energy, to social mobility, to feeding the
planet. Think of this session as the beginning of your
post-graduate thesis.

DEA M and Evoked Sidebands (Friday 3:30-5:00pm)
Discover hidden insights by writing on two pieces of
paper at the same time. Then build on DEAM by
incorporating additional stimuli to produce deeper
insights.
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Presenters
Anik April • Montréal, QC

Dan Bigonesse • Ottawa ON

Creative Writing Workshop

WTF!!

SparksWoman and workshop leader by passion, Anik
lives to see and help people connect with the beauty
and richness of their true self, of their words and inner
worlds, as well as their personal creative process.
Around the 300 mark, Anik lost count of the sea of
creative writing workshops she's led. Anik also participated as workshop leader, public reader and storyteller
in several literary and cultural events and festivals. After
more than five years now, she’s still knocking herself
out as Master-Enlightener for one of the most active
public libraries in the City of Montreal.
www.anikapril.com

Dan is a Consulting Partner with ThinkX Intellectual
Capital. As a trainer and facilitator, Dan has spent the
last 17 years helping people expand their thinking and
discover new possibilities. With his quick wit, probing
questioning skills and productive thinking techniques
Dan helps clients engage their whole brain, and find
productive solutions to their challenges. He is known
for delivering high content sessions in a relaxed and
entertaining style. Underlying Dan’s passion for productive thinking is a deep commitment to helping people
learn and achieve useful outcomes.
www.thinkxic.com

Bruce Baum • Buffalo, NY

Robert Alan Black • Athens, GA

Languages of Appreciation

Alan's Library

Dr. R. Bruce Baum is a Professor Emeritus at Buffalo
State College and the Head Honcho of
HumorCreativity.Com. Dr. Baum is author of two
books, a DVD, a training CD and many articles. In 2012
he received the Distinguished Leader Award from the
Creative Education Foundation and in 2007 he
received the President’s Award for Excellence in
Teaching from Buffalo State College. Dr. Baum has
made professional presentations Singapore, Cyprus,
Jamaica, Japan, South Africa (10 times), Costa Rica,
Dubai, and Canada.
www.humorcreativity.com

Nathalie Bergeron-Duval • Paris France
Draw Your Body

I live in Paris, am fluent in English. I’m a consultant and
trainer in behavioral changes; my preferred tools:
sophrology and creativity, and the mix of both
approaches. Sophrology is a French relaxation method
close to “full consciousness”, created in 1960. After cofounding Sense for Business in 2005 (a pioneering concept in France of corporate symposiums mixing relaxation methods with creativity), and an experience as a
manager in a training company, I’m back into a new
adventure of entrepreneurship as an associate of
Talenteos.
www.talenteos.fr
www.bergeronduval.com

Alan worked as a licensed architect, designer, cartoonist, writer, college professor, starting in high school in
1960. In 1976 he began to change career focus for the
8th time, completing a M.Ed. in the Guidance and
Counseling of Gifted, Talented & Creative people and
a Ph.D. teaching of creative thinking. As a creative
thinking advocate, client work and creativity conferences have enabled him to present in 40+ US states
and 50+ countries. Each day Alan strives to help people accept that they can think creatively and that they
can continually expand and enrich their creativeness
and creative thinking skills throughout their lives.
www.cre8ng.com

Matteo Catullo • Milan, Italy
CityMapping

Co-founder of Catullo & Sylwan Advertising Agency,
Matteo is also a marketing consultant, theater actor,
mathematician, poet, and star hunter. He is a cofounder and board member of Creativity European
Association (CREA Italia) and of CREA Conference.
Matteo is internationally acclaimed for his work in stimulating creative imagination and creative potential. More
important, he is father of Gaia and Davide, grandfather
of Pietro and Marco, and friend of all creative people.
Matteo holds the Italian absolute record and award for
the most handshakes and hugs.
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Karen BK Chan • Toronto, ON

Nicole Dobinson • Toronto, ON

Empathic Facilitation

Social Enterprise Structure

Karen BK Chan is a sex educator and emotional literacy
trainer. She's dedicated to cultivating ease and acceptance about sexuality and bodies, and proving that emotional intelligence, play, and honesty are sexy things. BK
works with individuals, parents, service providers, and
groups, and has taught in the sex and sexuality field for
over 15 years. Her current projects include a video that
challenge the idea of normal; workshops of all kinds;
empathy education with children and adults; sex education in schools, for students as well as parents and
teachers; and a children's book series on “201’ feelings.
fluidexchange.org

With studies completed in International Relations,
Nicole has worked at home and abroad as a capacity
builder, strategic planner and program designer for government, new business and the UN. A dancer at heart,
she combines her love of contemporary, salsa and
tango with all the Latin world has taught her about creativity, expression and passion. Weaving these pieces
together with studies in Eastern healing methods and
Shamanism, she ideates, facilitates, collaborates and
leads groups and individuals through the social innovation process to achieve new vision, direction and practical ways forward.

Francois Coetzee • Pretoria, South Africa

Nathalie Doré • Montréal, QC

Hypnotic Storytelling

Be There!
Instant Collaboration!

Francois Coetzee is a creative thinker and problem
solver with a specific focus on using technology solutions. He has spent the last 25 years exploring, understanding and clarifying unique customer opportunities
and problems using creative thinking and creative problem solving approaches. He is a Trainer of NLP and
HNLP, a Master Practitioner of NLP, Master
Practitioner of Ericksonian Hypnotherapy, NLP Coach,
NBI Wholebrain Practitioner, an Enterprise Architect,
and has the fervent hope that people everywhere think
kindly of him. He is the founder of Xpdian (Pty) Ltd, a
company that specializes in the training, design and
implementation of enterprise architecture frameworks.
http://nlpwithpurpose.com/

Nathalie Doré has been working with organizations for
15+ years creating, facilitating, coaching and evaluating
programs that seek to improve employees' performance, engagement, and joy with greater alignment with
who they are as individuals. She’s had her own consulting firm for 4 years, building the Organizational
Learning and Effectiveness functions for large national
and global organizations, defining and implementing
strategy, designing processes, building systems and
engaging managers as partners in deriving business
value from learning. Nathalie left big business in 2012
to work as a Learning Strategist for Innovation
Consultants and a free-lance coach and facilitator.

Michel Delage • Montréal, QC

Maggie Dugan • Barcelona, Spain

Instant Collaboration!

Tolerating Ambiguity • Writing Freely

Michel Delage is a designer of multimedia learning
objects. For 30 years, he researched psychological
behaviors translated into visual archetypes. His
approach straddles the cognitive sciences, the history of
civilizations and the use of projective images psychology. He uses abstract image interfaces to reduce to its
simplest graphic expression the complexity of the
human psyche. The exercise of "playing" with abstract
images can map the complexity of a subject and potentially better organize their vision of reality. His passion
is the imagination, collective memory and symbolic language.
www.55icones.com

Maggie was an American in Paris — until she recently
moved to Barcelona to try out a new adventure in a
new culture with a new language. She earns a living
facilitating innovation: helping scientists and academics
develop more innovative research proposals, or developing new products and brand concepts, or leading
basic creative process training. She’s works with several networks of creative colleagues, most often working with Knowinnovation and ThinkX. When she can,
she sneaks off to do her own writing. She’s perpetually
working on a novel and still writes hand-written letters
and postcards.
knowinnovation.com
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Timothy Dunne • Barcelona, Spain

Laila Ghattas • Toronto ON

Never Be Closing

Conscious Communication

Tim’s energy is contagious. He uses a blend of environment, tools, and skills to transfer the ability to source
that energy to your change agents, so that they
become their own battery. Tim’s passion is breakthrough learning that invites new behaviors by individuals. He has brought his transformative skill sets to his
consulting work. Tim leads at workshops and conferences on three continents. He has written articles on
the subject of change and innovation and loves to lead
intensive workshops around the world.
www.sellingwithcreativity.com

Tony Esteves • Calgary, AB
Strengthen Your Spin

Tony Esteves is an Inspirational Facilitator who takes
audiences through energetic, entertaining and interactive learning experiences. As a keynote speaker, Tony
often uses his passion of juggling to teach focus. Having
lived and worked in over 30 countries in a variety of
unique jobs, Tony brings his international experience
and anecdotes to the learning arena. Now Tony is living his dream by performing, teaching and inspiring
people to reach their full potential around the world.
Tony has worked with the South African Sevens rugby
team in Pretoria, South Africa and his favorite clients
are those who like to be educated actively.
www.iontheball.ca

Tanya Gerber • Toronto, ON
Quick Draw Bootcamp

Tanya Gerber is Toronto-based Visual Practitioner -Graphic Facilitator, Graphic Recorder and Consultant
— who passionately works with not-for-profit, academic, and corporate sectors. Utilizing a number of
facilitation techniques she focuses on grounding group
processes in participatory and engaging methods. She
utilizes graphics and creativity to help community
organizations, groups and individuals vision, acheive and
succeed. Her work engages leaders and a wide range
of stakeholders in shaping their future with innovation
and creativity.
www.tanyagerber.com

Laila Ghattas absolutely loves leading Pattern Busting
workshops around the world. She's passionate about
her richly textured vocation as a Gestalt therapist,
artist, writer, Reiki practitioner, group facilitator and
public speaker. Laila has just launched Laila Goddess, an
exclusive line of comfortable silk loungewear that feels
so good, wearing them actually inspires higher selfesteem. Laila’s new mission is to replace frumpy sweat
suits with Feel Good Silks! Each winter over the last
decade Laila has immersed herself in the spiritual tapestry of Balinese Hinduism. The wisdom and insight
gleaned from ancient traditions is infused into all her
work and clothing. Between journeys Laila hangs out in
Toronto where she has a private practice and
enchanted garden.
www.aziza.ca
www.LailaGoddess.com

Guillemette Goglio • Chatillon, France
Wonderlandscape

Guillemette facilitates creativity workshops for Orange
(France Telecom), linking together designers, marketing
people, and technical people to create new user experiences. She helps teams find new concepts, imagine
possible use cases, and work better together. She also
trains groups in Orange using Creative Problem Solving
methods and helps them with team-building techniques. Guillemette is a regular presenter at Créa
France and at CREA Conference in Sestri Levante, Italy.

Amy Haines • Racine, WI
Open the Door

Amy Haines teaches Voice, Vocal Pedagogy, Exploring
Music, and directs the main stage musicals at Carthage
College, Kenosha WI. A graduate of Carthage with a
MM from The San Francisco Conservatory of Music,
and further study at Northwestern University, Haines
also coordinates the Carthage Voice Lab and teaches
cross-divisional liberal arts courses, including “Exploring
Poetry and Song in French and Spanish” with colleague
Pascal Rollet, Modern Languages, and “Cultural
Expressions of American Music Theatre” with Mat
Somlai, Anthropology. She is currently designing a new
course in Creativity, which hopes to connect all college
divisions.
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Diane Houle-Rutherford • Ottawa ON

Tim Hurson • Toronto ON

Style as an Element

Never Be Closing
Tolerating Ambiguity
Facilitating in Your Underwear

With over 30 years’ experience, Diane is a consultant,
executive coach, trainer, speaker and facilitator who
consults to managers and senior level executives in the
public and the private sectors. Diane is a licensed senior practitioner of the Kirton Adaption Innovation
Inventory (KAI). She is also certified by the CPSB to
administer the Situational Outlook Questionnaire
(SOQ) to assess the organisational climate for creativity
and change. Diane is a founding member of CreaQuebec and is currently serving on the Board of
Directors.
www.houlerutherford.com

Steven Hughes • Cobourg, ON
Tranquility in a Teacup
The Positivity Generator

Steven Hughes is a process facilitator delivering educational programs that support physical and mental
health, resilience, and transpersonal well-being. Steven
integrates his interests and areas of expertise that
include accelerated learning, positive organizational
development, mindfulness, and wellness based modalities. Steven is also a graduate of the George Brown
College Tea Sommelier program in Toronto and was
designated a certified Tea Sommelier by the Tea
Association of Canada in 2010. Steven was first introduced to tea drinking by his grandmother when he was
three years old and continues to share his passion for
tea with friends, family and colleagues.

Tim is founding partner of ThinkX Intellectual Capital
and has delivered productive thinking programs
throughout the world. He has keynoted in more than
20 countries on six continents about how to use the
principles of productive thinking and creative leadership
to manage change. Tim is a founding director of
Mindcamp and serves on several other non-profit
boards. Tim's books T hink Better: A n Innovator's
G uide to Productive T hinking (McGraw Hill, 2007) and
Never Be C losing: How to Sell Better W ithout
Screwing Y our C lients, Y our C olleagues, or Y ourself
(Portfolio, 2013) are available in bookstores everywhere.
www.thinkxic.com

Marc Hurwitz • Toronto, ON
Kirk vs. Spock
The Elemental Brain

Marc is an insightful and engaging polymath with a PhD
in neuroscience and an MBA. He has many years experience as a facilitator, coach, and trainer and co-runs a
really cool, leading-edge HR consulting firm: FliPskills.
Marc is an Assistant Professor of Organizational
Behaviour/Human Resource Management (OB/HRM)
at Wilfred Laurier University in Waterloo, Ontario. He
has attended every Mindcamp since its inception.
flipskills.com

Max Hurson • Toronto ON

Samantha Hurwitz • Toronto, ON

Everyday Curiosity

Kirk vs. Spock

Max came to the very first Mindcamp as a participant
in the Youth Program. By 2007 he was running the
Youth Program. Now he runs other things. Since then,
Max has travelled all over the world, including a volunteer stint of five months in Cambodia, teaching English
(and learning Khmer) fixing bicycles (and building them
from odd parts), and living in communities, where people of very little means can help make a robust and
joyful life for one another. Today Max attends
Concordia University in Montreal, builds and fixes bikes,
and still loves pulling things apart and putting them
together again.

Samantha is both a professional HR leader and professional accountant. She is a passionate and highly
regarded workplace coach, mentor, talent developer
and business leader. She is adept at developing people
and building teams that are enthused, collaborative and
high-achieving. She has a wealth of experience leading
M&A’s, multi-million dollar projects, operational units,
and strategic HR initiatives. Sam co-runs a really cool
leading-edge HR company that happens to be the
same one as Marc co-runs (or at least thinks he coruns).
flipskills.com
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Anthony Hyatt • Bethesda, MD

Clara Kluk • Mexico City, Mexico

Elements of Choreography

Swimming in the Present

Anthony Hyatt is a violinist and multimedia performance artist from the Washington DC area whose interest is in the role and use of improvisation techniques in
the creative process. He is a teaching-artist working
with many human service organizations including the
nonprofit Arts for the Aging under whose auspices he
leads creative engagement programs at senior centers
and for whom he co-directs the senior citizen improv
dance company known as Quicksilver. Anthony is a
master trainer of the USA based National Center for
Creative Aging and he is an artist in residence in The
Medstar Georgetown University Hospital’s pediatric
and cancer care programs.

Paul Hyman • Toronto, ON

Clara is a partner of PIENSA, a consulting firm in
México City and in Costa Rica, specializing in organizational development and creativity training and facilitation. She works with organizations across Mexico, and
Latin America to facilitate creativity and innovation, to
help manage change and transition, and enhance teamwork and leadership. An artist, and expert in social sciences, Clara has worked extensively for many corporations, in several different fields, including pharmaceutical,
financial, cosmetics, insurance, telecommunications,
education, food, and social services. Clara holds a
Master of Science degree in Creativity and Innovation
from the International Center for Studies in Creativity
at Buffalo State College.
grupo-piensa.com

BAVX Brain Fitness
The Positivity Generator

Yoel Kluk • Houston, TX

Paul Hyman is president of Brain Fitness International.
Paul is a “Sensory Integration/Brain Trainer” specialist
combining mind/body approaches and brain research,
working in conjunction with other healthcare and educational professionals. For 10 years Paul worked as a
therapist at the Centre for Addiction and Mental
Health (CAMH) in Toronto. Currently he works internationally with clients and trains other professionals in
his approach. His experiential style of teaching and
growing collection of playful toys/teaching aids makes
for a fun, one-of-a-kind memorable learning experience.
www.brainfitnessinternational.com

A partner and the USA leader of Grupo-Piensa an
international consulting firm specializing in corporate
strategy, creativity training, innovation and personal
development. Yoel is an experienced facilitator specialized in creativity and innovation models. He specializes
in developing niche and or new markets, showcasing
consistent achievement in driving business growth. He
is certified in Designed Thinking, Creative Problem
Solving, Systematic Inventive Thinking, Lego Serious
Play and Decision Analysis.
www.grupo-piensa.com

Lee Kitchen • Clermont, FL

Maxx Kochar • Toronto ON

Creative Couch

The Outside-In Revolution

As a Creativity and Innovation Manager for Walt
Disney Parks and Resorts Marketing, Lee leads the
Creative Problem Solving facilitation process around
both creative and strategic challenges across many
Disney lines of business with marketing responsibility as
well as other key Corporate partners. Lee is also the
Community Manager for Disney's internal crowdsourced idea site, Creative Lab— seeking out, sourcing
and reporting new trends, technology and innovation
to inspire the entire organization. He is a 29-year
Disney Cast Member.

Need Finding

With 25 years of management experience, Maxx is
committed to assisting the next generation of business
leaders to improve their organizations and themselves
through mentoring, coaching, and consulting. He has
delivered presentations and keynote speeches at institutions of higher learning and national conferences,
covering a variety of business subjects. His specialties
include leadership and management development,
management culture issues, behavioral or perceptual
issues, improving communication, team motivation and
execution.
InnovatebyDesign.ca
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Franca Leeson • Toronto ON

James McAnanama • Burlington ON

Elementary Yoga

Creative Cheddar

Franca is a freelance consultant, trainer, and web content strategist. She has been studying meditation since
1981 and teaching it since 2000. She has presented
facilitation, meditation and creativity sessions at
Mindcamp in Toronto, Canada since its inception, at
CREA in Italy since 2005, and at CPSI in Atlanta in
2007. Franca’s particular interest and gift is in helping
people enrich their personal and creative lives by
developing a meditation practice that extends into all
areas of their experience: work, children, marriage, and
family responsibilities.
lookagain.ca

Ismet Mamnoon • Buffalo, NY
Facilitating in Your Underwear

Hi! I am a Creativity Catalyst and while I focus on
working with children and parents, I also work with
businesses, local community, academics and even government organizations. If I need something that doesn’t
exist — I create it, if I need help — I ask for it and if I
can provide help — I will give it with no strings
attached. I was recognized for my work as an
Outstanding Graduate student by the President of
Buffalo State College and for Student Excellence by the
Chancellor of the SUNY system when I graduated with
my Masters in Creativity. I recently spoke at a TEDx
event.
www.cre8tvtconsulting.com

Tessa Manuello • Montréal, QC
Be There!

Tessa Manuello is a lawyer with the heart of a poet,
who grasps reality with a touch of romance and magic.
In 2009, she left France to move to Montreal to learn
about community-based initiatives aimed at improving
the well-being of individuals. She works with the
YMCA's of Quebec, coordinating the administration of
a successful school perseverance initiative, helping
youth stay in school and graduate. Last year, she created a conference series on Women Leadership gathering more than 100 participants to help women learn
and connect with positive role-models. Tessa also
enjoys giving poetic performances with the intention of
making people connect to their inner-self. You might
have seen her at the Passeggiata at MindCamp in 2013.

James is an embedded software designer at L-3
Wescam where he gets paid to play every day. He is
amazed by how much has changed in the area of electronics and software — once only accessible to those
who were afraid to talk to girls, electronics is now
open to all who wish to dream, design, and create
things that blink, beep, move, and entertain. As a father,
James likes to create blinky, beepy, bopping things for
his kids to enjoy (his kids would rather play with
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle toys...).

Leslie McAnanama • Burlington, ON
The Art of List-making

Leslie is a quirky and creative quilt artist and designer
who loves all things handmade. Her other passion is
happiness, which she finds through mindfulness and
gratitude, as well as in saying yes more. When she’s not
making beautiful things with her hands (or thinking
about making beautiful things with her hands), Leslie
makes time for going out for breakfast, being active
outdoors, watching great and not-so-great movies, and
immersing herself in the latest teen dystopian fiction
novel. Even better if the latter two are combined.
Leslie has two wonderfully different sons whose lives
she chronicles. She is most proud when she hears her
children use their manners, which is often!

Joe Miguez • Cliffside Park, NJ
Piggy Bank Logic
Mindcamp Labyrinth

Joe has built an international consulting practice based
on stimulating creativity in individuals and groups to
achieve personal and organizational innovation.
Analogical facilitator, change agent and labyrinth builder,
Joe has worked with clients from major corporations,
media, college and religious retreat centers. He has
conducted workshops in Canada, Mexico, Europe,
Turkey, Singapore, Chile, and the United States. Joe has
been the prime driver in bringing the concept of the
LAByrinth into the practice of creativity and innovation.
He and his LAByrinths resonate as a beautiful instrument — “In the end, it's the cello in the sky.”
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Liz Monroe-Cook • Oak Park IL

Michel Neray • Toronto ON

Habit Elementals

Pack The Room!

Liz Monroe-Cook, Ph.D., has extensive experience as a
consulting psychologist focusing on individual, group
and organizational effectiveness. She uses creative
thinking skills and Polarity Thinking in much of her facilitation, training and coaching work. She draws much of
her own learning from the fields of cognitive and social
psychology. She presents at many creativity and professional development workshops, including CPSI, CREA,
Florida Creativity Weekend as well as Mindcamp. A
rich array of work settings and clients — academic, corporate, government and nonprofit — has given Liz
many opportunities to focus on creativity elements!

Jill Morris • Boca Raton, FL
Elements of Inter-Play

Dr. Jill Morris has spent the last 19 years as a psychotherapist in private practice in Boca Raton, Florida.
She is an expert in interpersonal relationships, providing
therapy and consultation to individuals, couples, families, and organizations. She serves as adjunct faculty at
Nova Southeastern University teaching systems theory,
sexuality, language systems, and also providing clinical
supervision. She is the founder of the Sage Institute of
Family Development, providing training for professionals and offering low-cost education and counseling services to the general public. She is currently developing a
new venture, a multinational consultation service for all
forms of human organizations.
intimacymatters.com

Wayne Morris • New Zealand
NO EXCUSES • Reverse Garbage

Wayne is the founder of Future Edge Ltd, a New
Zealand-based consultancy that specialises in applying
“whole brain” approaches to leading, learning and creating. He is an experienced, pragmatic and entertaining
trainer and coach. He has facilitated a range of leadership development workshops in New Zealand and creativity workshops in New Zealand, Singapore and
South Africa. He is an artist and has created art from
junk for a number of years. He is a percussion addict
and plays drums in several bands. He is also the author
of T he C reative Edge W orkshop. He facilitated the first
New Zealand Creativity Challenge in 2013.
www.future-edge.co.nz

Michel Neray combines a science degree from the
University of Waterloo, an MBA from McGill
University, and a career as a creative marketing copywriter, advertising agency director and marketing executive. In 2012 he founded momondays, a monthly
event of authentic storytelling. momondays is now in
twelve cities in Canada and the U.S. Michel coauthored T he G reat C rossover, which made it to Jack
Canfield’s Achiever’s Recommended Reading List. In
2005, his chapter, “Everything Starts With A
Conversation” was selected as the lead for the book,
Sales G urus Speak O ut. He has spoken at conferences
in more than seven countries worldwide.
momondays.com

Jim Nicholson • Bradford, ON
Tranquility in a Teacup

Jim is a graduate of the George Brown College Tea
Sommelier course. In 2010, he was designated as a certified Tea Sommelier by the Tea Association of
Canada. Jim is an active member of the Tea Guild of
Canada. As a tea taster with a large tea company, he
learned the nuances of fine teas from around the
world. While enjoying tea classics, he has also created
unique blends and has provided Tea Sommelier services and education at several private, corporate and
public events.

Marguerite Orane • Toronto, ON
Laughter Yoga

Marguerite Orane is a dynamic and motivating management consultant, facilitator, executive coach and professional speaker. She is known for her insights on leadership, entrepreneurship and personal growth. A Harvard
MBA, professional facilitator and Transformational
Coach she is the author of "Free and Laughing: Spiritual
Insights in Everyday Moments". She is an avid
marathon runner, yogini and is a Laughter Yoga Leader.
Originally from Jamaica, she relocated to Toronto in
2009 with \ two teenagers and three dogs. And she is
very serious about joy — wherever you are,
Marguerite believes that joy should be!
www.margueriteorane.com
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Gina Paigen • Buffalo, NY

Valérie Reynaud • L'Etang La Ville, France

The Power of Perspective

Wonderlandscape

Gina Paigen is a professional coach and leadership consultant; passionate about guiding individuals and organizations to higher levels of creativity and a deeper sense
of purpose. She brings over 25 years of diverse experience as a coach, consultant, facilitator, entrepreneur,
writer, musician and artist. Gina is also committed to
redefining and integrating our expressions of the masculine and the feminine, and in December of 2012 she
presented “From Fear to Forgiveness to Forward” at
the TEDxBuffaloWomen event in Buffalo, NY. Her article on Women in Leadership was recently published by
T he Huffington Post.
www.infinityimpact.com

Valérie Reynaud is a co-founding partner of LÀ, a Paris
design agency dedicated to innovation. As a Creative
Director, she has worked for more than 20 years for
major companies in the field of design and communication. She specializes in branding, packaging and both
paper and digital editing. Since 2002 she has regularly
attended training courses on Creative Problem Solving
(CPSI) and she has developed practices using both
visual design and creativity to facilitate change. She
helped create Créa-France, the French association for
the development of creativity in France. She was a presenter at CREA Conference 2014 (Sestri Levante,
Italy).

Kristen Peterson • Buffalo, NY

Jim Ridge • Ancaster, ON

Choosing Session Elements (Pre-Mindcamp)

Tell-A-Vision Academy
Everyday Curiosity

Kristen is a creativity and innovation facilitator, trainer,
coach and catalyst. She works with organizations in
North America, providing innovation workshops, training and facilitation to help companies create and
develop new products, new processes and new strategies. She is a founding partner of kpCatalyst, on the
Board of Directors of Facilitators Without Borders, a
founder of Mindcamp, the Program Director of the
Creative Problem Solving Institute (CPSI) and is currently studying toward a Master of Science at the
International Center for Studies in Creativity at SUNY
Buffalo State.
kpcatalyst.com

Rebecca Reilly • Buffalo, NY
Masters of the Universe

Rebecca's facilitation experience stretches back 30
years. She has led sessions at the Creative Problem
Solving Institute — everything from the Youth program
to the introductory CPS program, and five years of
specialized workshops in the Extending and Facilitating
Creative Leadership programs. Awarded the Master of
Science in Creative Studies in 2012, she has published
“Using Design Thinking to Create a Marketing Plan”
and facilitated CPS workshops for Korean officials,
Homeless and Foster care advocacy and business
groups. Rebecca also speaks French and Korean and
reads Chinese and Pashto.

Jim is a Lean Manufacturing Manager, with over 34
years of field experience. He is also an illustrator with
strong conceptual skills, which he uses to facilitate
problem solving and ideation sessions. Some of his
works have included the creation of the illustrations for
books, including Tim Hurson’s T hink Better and Ken
Wall’s T he T hribletts. His own adult children’s book is
called “Lenard the Line”. Jim was also a speaker at last
year’s Sarasota’s TEDx conference in Florida.
govisionmap.com

Cora Robinson • Holywood, UK
Appreciative Coaching

An experienced executive coach and facilitator, Cora
has worked with companies and large organisations for
over 15 years, helping them maximise work performance and optimise business results. She consistently
delivers results by addressing the underlying
causes/symptoms or behaviours that are limiting individuals, teams and organisations. She is a certified Master
Practitioner and Trainer of NLP through the Society of
NLP. She is an accredited Emotional and Social
Intelligence profiler with the Haygroup and is trained in
the use of a wide variety of relevant methodologies.
www.createexpress.com
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Ian Rosenfeldt • Toronto, ON

Ginny Santos • Toronto ON

Rev Your Brain
Musicification of Creativity

Playing for High Stakes

Ian Rosenfeldt is a technology consultant at the Bank of
Montreal. He also facilitates Creative Problem Solving
workshops and delivers training in creative thinking,
leadership and change management. Ian holds an MS in
Creativity, Innovation and Change Leadership from the
State University of New York at Buffalo and a certificate in Human Resources from the University of
Toronto, Rotman School of Business, in addition to an
Honours degree in Neuroscience and Biology from
University of Toronto.
cognitivemixtape.com

Sylvain Rouillard • Montréal, QC
Swimming in the Present
Water Journey

Sylvain Rouillard is a psychologist, specialized in creativity and creative problem solving. He has been designing
and facilitating workshops and delivers conferences on
these themes for 25 years. He has been teaching the
Psychology of Creativity and Creativity Methods in various universities for over 15 years. He has been invited
as a speaker at the Creativity Certificate Program at
Descartes University in Paris. His knowledge of creativity combines with an experience in real innovation. He
helps individuals and teams from public and private
organizations in various fields — tourism, architecture,
food industry, medias, etc. — to gain innovative results.

Karen Rudolf • Sarasota, FL
Life is But a Game • Reverse Garbage

Karen mentors individuals to tap into their personal
wellspring of tranquility by discovering the magic of
learning and growing in what can be fun and stress free
while taking care of their own well-being. Whether
teaching communications skills or harmonizing with
nature, she applies teamwork, leadership, management,
and boundary skill sets. She is a licensed HeartMath
provider, facilitator at creativity conferences, utilizing a
spiritual, holistic approach to life: a speaker and seeker.
Karen teaches and speaks into applied success principles, creating the freedom in all life’s relationships often
alongside horses, though visuals, gaming, one-on-one
sessions, groups, retreats, or workshops.
www.TranquilSOULutions.com

Ginny Santos is a creativity and innovation strategist
and coach at NeOlé Consulting. She has 15+ years of
experience working with organizations and individuals
and teaches at Sheridan College. She has a special
interest in social innovation, enjoys fostering unusual
collaborations, consensus, and authentic leadership and
believes in people’s abilities to bring about change.
Ginny has a Master’s of Science in Creativity and
Innovation.
www.neole.ca

Russ Schoen • Chicago, IL
WTF!!

Russ Schoen works as a facilitator, speaker and trainer
in the areas of deliberate creativity, innovation, high
performance and change leadership. He has facilitated
programs worldwide. Russ is a contributing author to a
number of creative leadership related materials. In addition, he is adjunct faculty at the Center for Studies in
Creativity where he teaches graduate courses in facilitating creative process. Russ holds an M.Sc. in Creativity
from the State University of New York at Buffalo and is
a graduate of the Second City Conservatory specializing
in improvisation.

Terri Segal • Sutton, ON
Musicification of Creativity

Terri Segal is an Expressive Arts Therapist, Facilitator,
and Educator who is dedicated to sharing the therapeutic value of creative expression through Group
Drumming and Expressive Arts workshops. For the
past 10 years, Terri has studied and taught West
African Drumming and World Percussion. Terri holds a
BA Honors in English from McMaster University, and is
a graduate of Expressive Arts Therapy at ISIS-Canada.
Through her business Rhythmic by Nature, Terri facilitates Group Drumming Programs at schools, social
service agencies, and for small and large businesses for
the purpose of teambuilding, wellness, recreation, and
education. Terri brings her gentle and affirming leadership skills to her empowering, resourceful, and community building workshops.
www.rhythmicbynature.com
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Steven Shama • Perkinsville, VT

Laura Switalski • Buffalo, NY

Presenting with Heart

Direct Your Attention

Steve Shama is a recently retired physician. He is also a
professional speaker who has for the last 17 years been
giving keynotes and facilitating workshops nationally and
internationally on rediscovering the joys of life. While
his primary audiences have been in the medical field,
his talks have universal applications, and are filled with
humor, spirited feelings and creative moments. They
are guaranteed to leave participants in a wonder-filled
place.

Stephanie Staples • Winnipeg, MB
The Idea Bank

Stephanie helps people from the Mayo Clinic to McGill
University live their lives with full gusto! She is the
author of W hen Enlightening Strikes - C reating a
Mindset for Uncommon Success and other personal
growth educational tools.
• Award-winning, international, inspirational speaker
• Certified Speaker Professional
• Syndicated Weekly Broadcast Corus Radio Host,
• Certified Life Coach
• Triathlete: she came in last, but who’s counting?
• Personal growth junkie!
• She also bakes a mean chocolate chip cookie!
yourlifeunlimited.ca

William Sturner • East Aurora, NY
Life-Symbols

William Sturner, Ph.D., is a psycho-therapist (Gestalt
and Jungian) who loves the color and symmetry of
flowers, classical music, constructing large environmental sculptures, dunking bread in robust coffee, the
insights of the mystics and C.G. Jung, the counsel of
Angels and creating an aura of playful learning at his 14
acre estate, the 'Open Heart Sanctuary' in East, Aurora,
NY. He is former full Prof and VP, always a psychotherapist, the author of 13 books, and the avid creator of
psycho-spiritual workshops featuring art, music, crafts
and movement.
www.KindredSpirits.Us

Laura is a partner of Darwin Associates, specializing in
organizational development and creativity training and
facilitation. She is Program Director at Centro de
Certificación en Creatividad, an organization devoted
to the dissemination of creativity and the development
of creative leadership and facilitation skills in Spanishspeaking countries. She holds an M.Sc. in Creativity and
Innovation from the International Center for Studies in
Creativity at SUNY Buffalo State, where she is now
adjunct faculty. She is President of CREA Italia, the nonfor-profit foundation that promotes CREA Conference.
Laura has coauthored the book C reativity Rising.
darwinassociates.net

Tim Switalski • Buffalo, NY
Direct Your Attention

Tim is the Director of Leadership Development at
SUNY Buffalo State where he is responsible for providing ongoing learning and development opportunities for
professional staff and faculty of the college related to
their leadership effectiveness. Tim is also founder and
president of Darwin Associates. He holds a Master of
Science degree in Creativity and Innovation from the
International Center for Studies in Creativity and serves
as an adjunct faculty and guest lecturer. Tim is one of
the co-founders of CREA Conference and currently
serves as the program coordinator. He also serves as a
workshop facilitator at MindCamp and CPSI.
darwinassociates.net

Mary Ellyn Vicksta • Appleton, WI
Self-Reflection

Mary Ellyn Vicksta specializes in creativity training, creativity workshops, team building, and team development. She is a seasoned facilitator that is trained in creative problem solving and certified in Edward deBono's
thinking tools, and produces solutions that matters. She
is both a practitioner and a trainer, with many practical
examples of utilizing creativity in a corporate environment. Her favorite types of facilitated sessions involve
developing a vision, very early product development,
strategic planning, change management, and challenging
the status quo. Her other passion is photography.
vickstainnovativepractices.com
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Robert Wakulat • Toronto, ON

Stephen Whiteley • Ottawa, ON

Social Enterprise Structure

Creative Juice Boost

After graduating from Queen’s University Robert was
struck with a spell of wanderlust. His adventures
included working with a start-up online accounting
company in Germany, acting as an English Instructor in
Japan and volunteering as a human rights intern with
Journalists for Human Rights in Ghana. He returned
home and earned a law degree from the University of
Toronto in 2008. He is thrilled to practice law in the
city of his roots and enjoys assisting entrepreneurs,
community groups and individuals in becoming active
participants in the province’s emerging social enterprise
sector.
www.wakulatdhirani.com

Stephen Whiteley is a former fighter pilot who has
transformed his own life from being a Master of
Destruction in that old job, to being a Master of
Happiness and Harmony. He authored the award winning book Happiness W orks! G et Y ours Here! and was
named the Inspirational Man of the Year for 2012. He
is the founder and owner of Happiness Works, a company assisting people to end unhappiness for good.
Stephen has been making audiences happy 2006. He is
sure to provide you with some new insights and bless
you with new skills.
www.happinessworks.ca

Susan Wenger • Montgomery Village, MD

EQ

Cecilia Yau • Toronto ON

Happiness!

Susan Wenger has retired from the federal government. Previously she taught Philosophy and English. She
enjoys humor, puzzles, and wordplay. Susan is a member of Mensa and Intertel, and is the local coordinator
for Mensa Gifted Kids. She is the author of T he PortW ine Sea, co-author of Y our Limitless Inventing
Machine, and author of T he Better Baby, a new book
about raising happy geniuses. She has taught workshops
at the Creative Problem-Solving Institute and at other
creativity venues in the U.S. and abroad. Susan and her
husband Win live in Montgomery Village, MD.

Cecilia Yau is an educational consultant; a creative
problem solving facilitator; a speaker; an editor and a
writer. She had been a co-ordinator of the Gifted
Program in the Niagara South Board of Education in
Canada for 20 years. She was appointed Chairperson
of the Ontario Consultants for the Gifted. Also, she
had been an instructor at Brock University and Niagara
College, St. Catharines, Ontario, for over 10 years. She
had facilitated creative problem solving workshops for
Ontario Government agencies: the health, cultural and
financial sectors; small businesses in the Niagara Region.
creative-geniuses.com

Win Wenger • Gaithersburg, MD

Charlotte Young • Toronto, ON

Win U

Visual Solutions

Win has authored or co-authored, and published more
than 50 books. Researcher, inventor, trainer and educator, he founded and heads the non-profit education
and research firm Project Renaissance. He has created
and developed more than a hundred specific methods
and techniques for CPS and for accelerated/enhanced
learning some of which are now in wide practice.
One such technique, ImageStreaming, has now
appeared in several of the great books of Dr. Sidney J.
Parnes, co-creator of the main, Osborn-Parnes system
of CPS, as well as in the books and provisions of a
good many other programs and method systems which
have found it too useful not to pursue.
www.winwenger.com

Charlotte Young, Ph.D. is the Director of Practice at
ENVision synergy. She has nearly 30 years of experience in organizational effectiveness and multi-party collaborative solutions. She focuses her work in the environmental/natural resources, health and creativity sectors. She provides facilitation, mediation and consensus
building, and visual thinking processes to help develop
public policy; and to create optimally functioning organizations. She designs and leads events that promote
common understanding; encourage creative thinking;
and enable groups to achieve enduring solutions.
Charlotte holds a Ph.D. from the University of
Michigan, and is a certified mediator, facilitator for True
Colours personality inventory and a graphic recorder.
www.envision-synergy.net
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